Spiritual Gifts Reference
Spiritual Gift:
Administration

You are uniquely gifted to:
develop, articulate, and accomplish tasks for the accomplishment of the
objectives for the Body.
Apostleship
articulate the Gospel in places that are geographically, socially,
ethnically, or culturally different from one’s background.
Discernment
perceive the motives, intentions, and sincerity of others within
relationships concerning the Body.
Encouragement
counsel, model, and encourage people through one’s personal
testimony, life, and scripture so people are comforted and encouraged
to action.
Evangelism
share the Good News of Christ in a relevant manner with people far
from Christ so they respond positively to become disciples of Jesus
Christ.
Faith
envision with clarity and confidence God’s future direction and goals for
the Body.
Giving
give liberally to meet the needs of others and support God’s ministry
with the resources which God has entrusted to you.
Helps and Service unselfishly meet the needs of other people through practical service
that is most often done behind the scenes.
Hospitality
reach out to others and welcome them into your home and life in a
loving, warm manner. These guests feel “at home” in your presence.
Knowledge
discover, analyze, accumulate, systematize, and articulate ideas that are
essential for growth and building up of the Body.
Leadership
set Godly objectives, make decisions, communicate, and motivate them
to the Body so others willingly follow and joyously work to accomplish
these objectives.
Mercy
empathize with those in need (especially those suffering and in trauma)
and to manifest empathy so those in need are strengthened.
Prophecy
publicly or privately speak the Word of God so people are convicted,
consoled, encouraged, challenged, or strengthened.
Shepherd
nurture a group of believers by caring for their spiritual welfare in a
holistic manner on a longer-term basis.
Shepherd-Teacher instruct, guide, and care for believers in a smaller expression of the
Body so they are equipped to reach out in ministry to others, both
inside and outside the Body.
Teaching
communicate instruction so members of the Body understand how to
apply spiritual principles to their own lives and ministries in every day
context.
Wisdom
gain insight on how knowledge may best be applied to specific needs in
the Body of Christ. This involves applying Biblical truths to everyday
situations.

